
New tools & file formats for UCERF-like 
rupture sets & inversion solutions!
● Simpler, human readable & editable file formats (CSV, GeoJSON)
● Command-line interface to build rupture sets and run simple inversions
● Formats and tools are preliminary, will be formally released with 2023 update to the NSHM
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1. Background
The 3rd Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3) model, released in 
2014, introduced Fault System Rupture Sets and Solutions as data containers for 
fault-based earthquake rupture forecasts. A Rupture Set defines all of the on-fault 
supra-seismogenic (i.e., those that break the full seismogenic width of the fault, 
approximately M>6.5) ruptures in a Fault System, and their properties (magnitude, rake, 
etc). A Solution defines the annual rate of occurrence of each rupture, and may also 
supply information about gridded seismicity (off-fault and/or sub-seismogenic ruptures).

2. Proposed File Formats
UCERF3 used binary file formats that were space-efficient, but difficult for end users to 
parse and modify. We are currently in the process of updating the legacy UCERF3 file 
formats to be more user friendly, for use with UCERF4 and the 2023 update to the U.S. 
National Seismic Hazard Model (NSHM). In this new format, core data are stored in 
simpler or standard file-formats including CSV and GeoJSON within a zip archive.

The proposed file formats are summarized here, with full documentation available online:
https://opensha.org/Modular-Fault-System-Solution

2.1 Rupture Set Zip Files
Fault System Rupture Sets define a set of fault sections and supra-seismogenic ruptures 
(and their properties) on those sections. Their data are stored in the ‘ruptures’ 
subdirectory of a zip file.

Here is a summary of files likely to be in a rupture set zip file:

File Name Required? Format Description

ruptures/fault_sections.geojson YES GeoJSON Fault section geometries

ruptures/indices.csv YES CSV Lists of section indices that comprise each rupture

ruptures/properties.csv YES CSV Rupture properties (mag, rake, length, area)

ruptures/average_slips.csv (no) CSV Average slip information for each rupture

ruptures/modules.json (no) JSON Manifest of Rupture Set modules, used by OpenSHA

Fault Section GeoJSON files
Fault section data is now stored in GeoJSON. Full details of the file format are available 
online (https://opensha.org/Geospatial-File-Formats#fault-data), but it is possible to 
create these files with standard GIS tools (e.g., QGIS). An example is included below:

{ 
"type": "FeatureCollection", 
"features": [ 

{ 
"type": "Feature", 
"id": 0, 
"properties": { 

"FaultID": 0, 
"FaultName": "Airport Lake, Subsection 0", 
"DipDeg": 50.0, 
"Rake": -90.0, 
"LowDepth": 13.0, 
"UpDepth": 0.0, 
"AseismicSlipFactor": 0.1, 
"SlipRate": 0.39, 
"ParentID": 861, 
"ParentName": "Airport Lake"

}, 
"geometry": { 

"type": "LineString", 
"coordinates": [ 

[ -117.74953000000001, 35.74054 ], 
[ -117.76365068593667, 35.81037829696144 ] 

] 
} 

} 
] 

} 

Rupture Indices
Ruptures are defined as unique sets of fault subsections in a CSV format. Their 
properties (magnitude, rake, etc) are stored in a separate CSV file (as those are likely 
vary across logic tree branches of a hazard model). Examples of those formats are 
below:

Rupture Index Num Sections # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 # 6 # 7 # 8 # 9

0 2 0 1

1 3 0 1 2

2 4 0 1 2 3

3 5 0 1 2 3 4

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Rupture Index Magnitude Average Rake (degrees) Area (m^2) Length (m)

0 6.105 180.0 1.33434E8 11119.5

1 6.329 180.0 2.00151E8 16679.3

2 6.496 180.0 2.66868E8 22239.0

3 6.625 180.0 3.33585E8 27798.8

... ... ... ... ...

2.2 Solution Zip Files
Fault System Solutions define the rate of each rupture from a Rupture Set (called a 
'solution' because those rates are usually the result of an inversion). They may optionally 
also include gridded seismicity data. Their data are stored in the ‘solution’ subdirectory of 
a zip file.

A solution must also contain a rupture set (in the ‘ruptures’ top-level sub-directory). In 
addition to the standard rupture set files, here is a summary of files likely to be in a 
solution zip file:

File Name Required? Format Description

solution/rates.csv YES CSV Annual rates for each rupture

solution/grid_mech_weights.csv (no) CSV Focal mechanism weights for each gridded 
seismicity location

solution/grid_region.geojson (no) GeoJSON Gridded seismicity region

solution/grid_sub_seis_mfds.csv (no) CSV Sub-seismogenic MFDs for gridded seismicity

solution/grid_unassociated_mfds.csv (no) CSV Gridded seismicity MFDs that are not 
associated with any fault

solution/modules.json (no) JSON Manifest of Solution modules, used by 
OpenSHA

Rupture Rate Data
Solution annual rate data for each rupture is stored in a simple 2-column CSV file, 
‘solution/rates.csv’. This is the only required file for a Solution (except that a Rupture Set 
must also be present). Here is an example:

Rupture Index Annual Rate

0 0.005320239194616782

1 0.005298660169966246

2 7.834210706407277E-4

3 1.8703779639406976E-7

... ...

Gridded Seismicity Data
Solutions may optionally provided gridded seismicity information. For a fault system 
solution, gridded seismicity can refer to either off-fault earthquakes (those 'unassociated' 
with any fault) or sub-seismogenic ruptures on a fault (see UCERF3 reports for additional 
information). This data is stored in 4 files, which are omitted here for brevity but are well 
documented online: 
https://opensha.org/Modular-Fault-System-Solution#gridded-seismicity-data

3. Fault System Tools
Draft command line tools are now available that allow users to build and analyze Rupture 
Sets and Solutions. Prerequisites include:

● Java 11 or greater
● A Unix-like environment: Linux, Mac OS X, Windows Subsystem for Linux
● Basic command line skills (changing directories, defining environmental variables, 

editing text files, running scripts)

Full instructions are available online at this GitHub repository: 
https://github.com/opensha/opensha-fault-sys-tools

3.1 Defining a Fault Model
The first step is to define your fault sections in the OpenSHA GeoJSON format (see 
section 2.1). Options include:

● Manually building your own GeoJSON file with fault data
● Drawing faults and defining properties in a GIS tool that includes GeoJSON export, 

e.g., QGIS
● Using an existing UCERF3 (or draft NSHM23) Fault Model
● Use or modify the included example Southern San Andreas Fault (S.SAF) data

3.2 Building Fault Subsections
Then, you must convert your fault model into smaller, approximately equal length fault 
subsections with the Subsection Builder Tool. For example, to convert the example 
S.SAF fault model to subsections:

opensha-fault-sys-tools$ fst_sub_sect_builder.sh --input-file 
data/u3_ssaf_sects.geojson --output-file u3_ssaf_sub_sects.geojson 
Loaded 10 fault sections.
Built 88 subsections
Writing sections to u3_ssaf_sub_sects.geojson

Or to use a UCERF3 fault model, in this case FM3.1:

opensha-fault-sys-tools$ fst_sub_sect_builder.sh --fault-model FM3_1 
--output-file fm3_1_sub_sects.geojson 
Loading FM from cached file: FM3_1.xml
Loaded 313 fault sections.
Built 2606 subsections
Writing sections to fm3_1_sub_sects.geojson

3.3. Building a Rupture Set
Next, you can build a Rupture Set using those subsections with the Rupture Set Builder Tool. This tool has a 
number of options and various multifault rupture plausibility models, but the basic usage is as follows to build a 
rupture set using simple azimuthal plausibility filters from the S.SAF demo subsections:

opensha-fault-sys-tools$ fst_rup_set_builder.sh --sub-sections data/u3_ssaf_sub_sects.geojson 
--preset SIMPLE_AZIMUTHAL --scale MEAN_UCERF3 --output-file u3_ssaf_simple_rup_set.zip 
Rupture plausibility preset: SIMPLE_AZIMUTHAL
Loaded 88 sub-sections
Scaling relationship: Mean UCERF3 Scaling Relationship
Initializing connections w/ 32 threads...
Building ruptures with 32 threads...
Waiting on 10 cluster build futures
New largest rup has 10 subsections with 0 jumps and 0 splays.

67 total unique passing ruptures found, longest has 10 subsections. Clusters: 10 running (16 
futures), 0 completed, 10 total. Rate: 3,526 rups/s (3,526 rups/s over last 0.0s)
New largest rup has 20 subsections with 2 jumps and 0 splays.

272 total unique passing ruptures found, longest has 20 subsections. Clusters: 10 running (59 
futures), 0 completed, 10 total. Rate: 5,551 rups/s (6,833 rups/s over last 0.0s)
New largest rup has 30 subsections with 3 jumps and 0 splays.
...
Merged in 3,081 ruptures after processing start cluster 10/10 (id=32): San Andreas (Parkfield) (28 
new, 28 incl. possible duplicates).
Built 3,081 ruptures in 0.20 secs = 0.00 mins. Total rate: 15,328 rups/s
...

3.4 Running an Inversion
Now it's time to solve for the rate of each rupture in a Rupture Set with the Inversion Runner Tool. This is done 
with the UCERF3 Simulated Annealing algorithm, and requires at least one data constraint. Various constraint 
options exist, e.g., MFD and slip rate constraints. Here is an example command to run a quick (2 minute) 
inversion constrained to match the slip rates on the S.SAF example rupture set:

opensha-fault-sys-tools$ fst_inversion_runner.sh --rupture-set data/u3_ssaf_simple_rup_set.zip 
--output-file data/u3_ssaf_simple_sol.zip --slip-constraint --completion 2m
Generating inversion inputs with 3081 ruptures and 1 constraints
Building empty initial solution (all zeroes)
Calculating constraint row counts
    SlipRate: [0..88), 88 rows (took 0 ms)
Took 7 ms to get row counts
Building A matrix with 88 rows and 3081 columns
Encoding matrices
    Encoding Slip Rate, ineq=false
    DONE, took 51 ms to encode 95685 values (density: 35.3 %)
DONE encoding, took 59 ms to encode 95685 values (density: 35.3 %)
Took 75 ms to generate inputs
Annealing!
Threaded Simulated Annealing starting with 32 threads, TimeCompletionCriteria(milis: 120000 = 120.0 
seconds), SUB: TimeCompletionCriteria(milis: 1000 = 1.0 seconds)
Threaded total round 1 DONE after 1 secs, 2,810,075 total iterations (2,785,010 /sec).    
2,327/3,081 = 75.53% non-zero rates.
Best energy after 2,041,388 total perturbations:
    Total:    1.891378E-5    SlipRate:    1.891378E-5
...
Threaded total round 120 DONE after 2 mins 0.1 secs, 455,310,819 total iterations (3,790,971 /sec).    
2,319/3,081 = 75.27% non-zero rates.
Best energy after 236,532,505 total perturbations:
    Total:    1.1962373E-7 (-2.15%)    SlipRate:    1.1962373E-7 (-2.15%)
Threaded annealing schedule completed.
Done with Inversion after 2 mins 0.1 secs.
Rounds: 120
Total Iterations: 455310819
Total Perturbations: 236532505
Best energy:
    Total:    1.1962373E-7    SlipRate:    1.1962373E-7
DONE. Building solution...

3.5 Analysing a Rupture Set or Solution
Once you have a Rupture Set or Solution, you can build a report with lots of different plots and diagnostic 
information with the Rupture Set/Solution Report Builder Tool. The basic usage is as follows:

opensha-fault-sys-tools$ fst_report_builder.sh --input-file data/u3_ssaf_simple_rup_set.zip 
--output-dir report

That will generate an HTML report with many figures and tables. You can open ‘index.html’ (within the specified 
output directory) in any web browser to view the report.

4. Discussion & Future Directions
We hope that this draft file format and tools make building and interacting with UCERF-like models more user 
friendly. Feedback is welcome, please check out our online documentation and then e-mail kmilner@usc.edu 
with any questions or suggestions.

Future tools will include hazard calculation and disaggregation with Solutions, stay tuned!
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